Solid-state [13C-15N] NMR resonance assignment of hepatitis B virus core protein.
Each year, nearly 900,000 deaths are due to serious liver diseases caused by chronic hepatitis B virus infection. The viral particle is composed of an outer envelope and an inner icosahedral nucleocapsid formed by multiple dimers of a ~ 20 kDa self-assembling core protein (Cp). Here we report the solid-state 13C and 15N resonance assignments of the assembly domain, Cp149, of the core protein in its capsid form. A secondary chemical shift analysis of the 140 visible residues suggests an overall alpha-helical three-dimensional fold matching that derived for Cp149 from the X-ray crystallography of the capsid, and from solution-state NMR of the Cp149 dimer. Interestingly, however, at three distinct regions the chemical shifts in solution differ significantly between core proteins in the capsid state versus in the dimer state, strongly suggesting the respective residues to be involved in capsid assembly.